Strategic Partnership Announcement

The Barry Goldwater Scholarship & Excellence in Education Foundation is partnering with UWorld to support future leaders in STEM.

ABOUT UWORLD

Founded on innovative education delivery methods and models, UWorld is the global leader in online learning for high-stakes exam preparation. This partnership aligns with UWorld’s mission to increase scientific literacy, foster STEM excellence, and provide hardworking students with the resources they need to thrive in their respective fields.

PARTNERSHIP OBJECTIVE

UWorld is proud to partner with the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation by investing over $70,000 in grants and product scholarships for the 2024–2025 academic year. This partnership will expand the number of scholarship opportunities and provide best-in-class resources to students who have historically helped develop the science, engineering, and mathematics research talent the Nation needs to ensure its future economic competitiveness and defense.

SIX UWORLD GOLDWATER SCHOLARS SEEKING M.D./PH.D. DEGREES WILL RECEIVE:

- Goldwater Scholar recognition
- Up to $7,500 research scholarship for the 2024-2025 academic year
- 90-day UWorld MCAT QBank subscription
- 90-day UWorld USMLE Step 1 QBank subscription

ADDITIONALLY, ALL GOLDWATER SCHOLARS PURSUING A M.D./PH.D. CAREER WILL RECEIVE:

- 90-day UWorld MCAT QBank subscription

To learn more about the UWorld MCAT and USMLE Step 1 QBanks, visit uworld.com